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PRODUCTS OF POINCARE DOMAINS

ALEXANDER STANOYEVITCH

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. A domain O. C RN of finite /V-dimensional Lebesgue measure

is a p-Poincare domain (1 < p < oo) if there exists a positive constant K

such that the p-Poincare inequality ||u||/>>(£2) < ^11 V "IIlp(Q) 's valid for

all Sobolev functions u G Wx'p(Q) that integrate to zero. Define KP(Q)

to be the smallest such K if Q is a p-Poincare domain and to be infinity

otherwise. We obtain comparability relations between A^(fii x il2) and the

pair Kp(£li), Kp(il2) • In particular, our results show that p-Poincare domains

are closed under cartesian products (for all p), and that in case p equals 2 ,

we have K2(Q\ x il2) = maxfA^O-i), K2(Q2)} ■

1. Introduction

Throughout this paper a "domain" QCR" will be an open connected set

having finite A/-dimensional Lebesgue measure, which we denote by |ft|. All

"functions" are assumed to be real-valued and measurable. For an integrable

function h on ft we let ha denote its average value, i.e.,

^ = TnT / hW dx.
I"l Jn

For convenience of establishing some notation, we include the definition of the

Sobolev spaces. More information on the Sobolev spaces and their functions

can be found in [Z; GT, Chapter 7; Maz; A].

Definition. For u,v£ L,'oc(Q) (meaning that u and v are functions on ft

that are integrable on compact subsets) and 1 < / < N, we say that v is the

/"th weak partial derivative of u on ft (written as: v = D'u) provided that the

integration by parts formula

/ v(x)q>(x)dx = — / u(x)-—<p(x)dx
J a Jo.       oXj

is valid for each <p £ W0l (ft), the class of continuously differentiable functions

having compact support in ft.   If a weak derivative exists, it follows from
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the Lebesgue differentiation theorem that it is uniquely determined almost ev-

erywhere. If Dlu, ... , DNu all exist, we write vM for the weak gradient
(Dlu,...,DNu) of u.

For a number p , 1 < p < oo, we define the (first order) Sobolev space

Wx -"(Q) = {u£ LP (CI): v" e L"(ft)} .

We are now prepared to define Poincare domains, the principal objects under

investigation.

Definition. The best p-Poincare constant (1 < p < oo) of ft is given by

(1) ^(ft^supl11"-""11^"' :u£ WX'P(Q.),U^ constant).
I   \\VU\\lp(ci) J

The domain ft is said to be a p-Poincare domain if Kp(£l) is finite. Thus

p-Poincare domains are those domains for which there exists a positive number

K such that the p-Poincare inequality

(2) ||"-"nllz/(n)<^IIV"llz/(n)

is valid for all «eH">'(fl),
The Poincare inequalities are prototypes for general Sobolev inequalities that

are important in the theories of partial differential equations and mathemati-

cal physics. The problem of estimating the best p-Poincare constants and in

particular, of classifying (geometrically) the p-Poincare domains has recently

received a great deal of attention, see, e.g., [SmSt, Mar, SmSt, EH, J].
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the relationship between the best p-

Poincare constants of the cartesian product of a pair of domains and those of

the individual factor domains. The formula

(3) ^(Q, x ft2) > max {Kp(Clx), Kp(Cl2)}

results from the fact that for each function u(x) £ Wl'p(Cl\), the function

u(x, y) = u(x) is in WX'P(Q.X x ft2) and the quotients appearing in (1) that

correspond to these two functions are the same. Formula (3) implies that the

cartesian product of a non-p-Poincare domain with any domain whatsoever is

again a non- p-Poincare domain. A natural question thus arises: is the cartesian

product of a pair of p-Poincare domains again a p-Poincare domain? Our main

result is the following theorem that, in particular, yields an affirmative answer

to this question.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that 7V"i and N2 are positive integers. For domains ft] C

RN> we have

and

(5) K2(Qi x ft2) = max{K2(Q{), K2(Q2)} .

Our proof of (4) is based on real variable methods and will be given in §3. It

is possible to give a similar proof of (5). Instead of this, however, we give in §4

a proof of (5) that is based on a useful connection with the spectral theory of

unbounded operators. In §2 we prove some lemmas that will be needed in §3.
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The paper concludes with §5 in which we discuss the problem of sharpening the

estimate (4) and present some open questions.

2. Preliminary lemmas

We begin with a rather technical separability result which we use only in this
section.

Lemma 2.1. Let QCR* be a domain, and let j be an integer, 1 < j < N.

There exists a countable subset Dj C W0l (ft) such that to any <p £%l (ft), there

corresponds a sequence (tp„) C Dj with

j<pf = \imj<pnf   and   f (J-^f = ̂  j (J-f^ f

for each f£Ll(Q)

Proof. We begin by exhausting ft by an increasing sequence of compact sub-

domains (ftjOjfci, with the further property that ft*. C ftfc+1 for each k . Let

y/k : ft —> [0, 1] be a function in %o(£l) that is supported in Qk+i and is

identically equal to 1 on Qk (see, e.g., [H, p. 4]).
The support of each function <p £ W0l (ft) will eventually be contained in

some ftfc . It follows from the Stone-Weierstrass theorem that the polynomi-

als in Q[x\, x2, ... , xn], i.e., those with rational coefficients, are uniformly

dense in W(Clk+\). Thus for each e > 0, there exists a polynomial y/ £

Q[x\, x2, ... , xn] such that

(6) sup -—y> -yi   < -=^ .
o^ dXj l+diam(fljc+i)

The same inequality persists if we replace y/ by ^ V ■ Now consider the
function

y/ : RN -» R1

defined by

fXj
y/(xx, ... ,x„) = I    (y/ky/)(xi, ... , xj-i, t,x}+l, ... ,x„)dt.

J—oo

Since the support of y/ky/ lies in ftfc+1, we infer from (6) that

d d   ~
sup \q> - y/\ < e   ana    sup -—<p - -—y/ < e .
n^ rv; dxJ      dxi

The function y) = y/kyi satisfies the above inequalities with C(k)e in place of

e and has the further property that it is in W0l (ft). Consequently, for a fixed

/GL'(ft), we have that

I [(<p - y/)f < sup \<p - y/\ \\f\\v{aic+l) < (CONSTANT)e ,

where the CONSTANT depends only on k (and /) whereas e can be chosen

arbitrarily small. We can obtain a similar upper bound for
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The lemma is now proved by letting Dj be the countable set of all functions

y/ obtained as above.   □

The next two lemmas give ways to construct new Sobolev functions from

old ones. The first lemma asserts that almost every slice of a Sobolev function

is a Sobolev function; the latter shows that averages of Sobolev functions are

Sobolev functions.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose that 1 < p < oo, that ft, C RN' (i = 1,2) are domains,

and that u £ Wl ,p(ft, x ft2). Then for almost every x £ ft,, the function

ux : ft2 -> R1 :: y h-» u(x, y)

lies in Wx 'p(ft2) and moreover, for 1 < j < N2 we have

(7) &(ux) = (D^u)x .

Proof. Fubini's theorem implies that for almost every x £ fti, the functions

ux and (DJa u)x are in Lp(ft2). Thus, we need only check that (7) is valid for

almost every x £ fti.

We fix an index ;', 1 < ;' < N2, and let y/ £ ^'(fti) and <p £ W0X(Q.2).

Then

0(x,y) = y/(x)<p(y)e%l(nlxa2) ,

and using Fubini's theorem we obtain

/ vwf / ■£r9(y)u*(y)<iy\dx = [(^» *)" = - / ®(Dku)
Vii, L Jn2 vyj J Ja     2 Jo. 2

= J  ¥(x) \-J <p(y)(DJCiiu)x(y)dyj dx .

Thus the bracketed functions of x appearing in the first and last of the above

integrals must be equal in the sense of distributions on fti as y/ is allowed to

range over all W0x(Cl\) functions. However, Fubini's theorem implies that the

two bracketed functions are both locally integrable on ft( . Consequently, to

each tp £ W0l(£l2) there corresponds a set G^, C ft, of full measure on which

the bracketed functions agree, i.e., x £ dp implies

(8) /   ^-<p(y)Ux(y)dy = - j  <p(y)(DJ u)(y)dy.
Ja2 °yj Jn2

Next, we let Dj be a countable subset of W0x(Cl2) as in Lemma 2.1. Set

G = f]weD Gv ■ It follows that (8) holds uniformly for every x £ G and every

tp £ ^,'(ft2). Put differently, this says that for each x £ G, the identity (7) is
valid.   □

Lemma 2.3. Suppose that ft, C RN> (i = 1,2) are domains and that u £

WX'P(Q), where ft = fti x ft2 and 1 < p < oo. Then the function

Ui : ft, -» E1

defined by

x >-<• (ux)a2 = 7PT7 / M(x' y) dy
l"2l Ja2
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lies in Wx 'p(ft), and for each j (i < j < TV,) we have

(9) DWl(x) = ^-J^Dnu(x,y)dy.

The proof of Lemma 2.3 is similar to that of Lemma 2.2; we omit it. The final

result that we need here is an inequality that can be viewed as a vector-valued

analogue of the familiar fact (for scalar valued functions) that the Lp-noTm of

a function dominates the absolute value of the integral of the function, when

P>1.

Lemma 2.4. Let (X, S, p) be a probability space, f £ Lx(p) (1 < j < N),
and let 1 < p < oo. Then

£  / f(x)dp(x) <[   ^2\fj(x)\2       dp(x).
J=\ Jx J        Jx [j=l

Lemma 2.4 is a special case of the vector-valued Jensen's inequality, which

can be stated as follows (see [N, p. 55] for a proof). Suppose Del" is a

convex domain and <P : D —» R is a convex function. Then for any probability

space (X, S, p) and vector-valued function F : X -» D we have

O (jf F(x) dn{x)} < J * (? (*)) dp(x) .

Lemma 2.4 is then just this result with <I>: R" -» R defined by O(x) = \x\p =

(EUxf)"'2-

3. Proof of the general inequality

Using the notation and results of § 2, we proceed to give a proof of the estimate
(4) of Theorem 1.1.

Case 1.  p < oo . Let u G WX'P(Q). Fubini's theorem gives us that

\u-ua\p=       /   \u(x, y) - ua\pdy dx .
Jo Jo, Jo2

We invoke the elementary inequality:  (a + b)p < 2p~x(aP + bp), which is valid

for 1 < p < oo and a, b > 0, to conclude that the above integral is

< f   f  2»'x \\ux(y) - (ux)n2\p + \(ux)a2 - ua\p] dydx .
Jot Ja2

Lemma 2.2 permits us to estimate this integral as

< 2"~x f   \kp(Q2)p f  | V ux\pdy + |ft2||[/,(x) - «n|"l dx .
Jo, L Jo2

We infer from Lemma 2.2 that \s/ux(y)\ < | y u(x, y)\. Using this inequality
in conjunction with Lemma 2.3, we can estimate the preceding integral as

< 2p~x k,(ft2)" / I v u\p + |ft2|^(ft,r / I y utfdx .
Jo Jo,
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Finally, in light of the formula for yt/, resulting from (9), we can invoke

Lemma 2.4 to estimate the last integral as

<2p-x[Kp(Clx)p + Kp(Cl2)p] i \vu\p .
Jo

Case 2. p - oo. A few modifications in the above proof of Case 1 yield a proof

that works here as well.

4. Spectral theory approach to the case p = 2

Here we prove the identity (5) of Theorem 1.1. For clarity we shall first

extract from the proof several preliminary results. Throughout this section we

will assume familiarity with the standard notations and basic principles of the

theory of unbounded operators, as is done, for example, in [K] or in [RSI, 2].

For a domain ft C R^, we let q denote the gradient (quadratic) form on ft

with domain D(q) = WX<2(Q), i.e.,

Q{<P,V) = {V<P,X7V)   for <p, y/£ Wl'2(Q) ,

where (•, •) is the usual inner product on R^ . The corresponding Friedrichs

extension operator is then called the Neumann Laplacian (written as -ANii

or -A for short). The Neumann Laplacian is intimately connected with the

2-Poincare inequality on ft as is shown by the following result.

Proposition 4.1. A domain ft C R^ is a 2-Poincare domain if and only if there
is a gap in the spectrum of the Neumann Laplacian -ANci between zero and

the positive elements of the spectrum. In any case, the infimum of the positive

part of the spectrum in ff(-A^,n) coincides with the square of reciprocal of the
best 2-Poincare constant of ft, A"2(ft).

I am very grateful to the referee for pointing out to me §10 of [DL] as the
original source for this beautiful and useful connection. Some comments are

in order. The Laplace operator used in this paper coincides with the Neumann

Laplacian. This is easily seen in one direction by the uniqueness property of

Friedrichs extensions and in the other direction by a simple integration by parts.

Also, the result is only actually stated and proved under the supplementary

assumption that the inclusion operator Wx ,2(ft) <^-> L2(ft) is compact.

This assumption was only used in the application of the minimax principle

to locate the bottom of the positive spectra of -A. The minimax principle

is, however, valid for all selfadjoint operators (see [R2, p. 75ff], and also page

338 therein for an interesting history of this result). The minimax principle

had been known in the compact case since 1910 but was only extended to the

general selfadjoint case by Kato at about the time of that [DL] was written.

In the present situation, the eigenvector u(x) = 1 corresponds to the "ground

state" of -A. The minimax principle then tells us that the infimum of the

positive part of er(-A) is given by

sup     inf    (-Ay/, y/) =       inf      (-Aw, w) .
<l>     if>eD(-A) V€D{-A)

lkll=i M=i
1'-Lf /  i//(x)dx=0

Theorem 4.2. Let ft, and ft2 be arbitrary domains in RN[ and RN2 respec-

tively, and let ft denote the product domain ft, x ft2 c RN>+N^. We denote the
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corresponding Neumann Laplacians by -A,, -A2, and -A, respectively. If we

identify L2(ft) "naturally" with L2(ft,) <g> L2(ft2), we then have the identity,

-A = ((-A,) ® / + J ® (-A2))|d(_Ai)®d(-a2) •

Proof. Let us use R to denote the operator (-A,)®/+/®(-A2) on the domain

D(-At)®D(-A2). It followsfrom Exercise VIII.47 of [RI] that R is essentially

selfadjoint, in other words, R is selfadjoint. Since -A is also selfadjoint, and

selfadjoint operators are maximal symmetric operators (i.e., if A is selfadjoint

B is symmetric and A C B then A = B. Proof: A = A* D B* 2 B. □)
it suffices to show that these two operators agree on a typical tensor <p ® w £

D(-Ai)®D(-A2).
By uniqueness of Friedrichs extensions, it is enough to show that <p ® y/

(= <p(x) ■ y/(y)) lies in D(q)(Wx -2(ft)) and for each O G ^'^(ft), we have

q(q> ® ^, <J>) = (/?(? ® y/), *)£2(0) •

Fubini's theorem clearly yields that tp ® w £ D(q). We adopt the following

notation: <Px(y) = ®(x, y) = Q>y(x), where <P is any function on ft. The ap-

parent ambiguity inherent in this notation is transcended by the fact that x and

y will not be substituted by any other variables. Now let <P G Wx ,2(ft). Recall

that from Lemma 2.2, for a.e. y £ ft2, <Py G Wx ,2(fti); and symmetrically,

<£>x £ WX'2(Q.2) for a.e. x £ ft, . By invoking the properties of Friedrichs

extensions, we obtain

(R(<p ® w), <Z>)L2{il)

= (-Ai<p(x)w(y) - <p(x)A2w(y), ®(x, y))LHQ)

= [  V(y)(-&\?,<t>y)mol)dy+      <p(x)(-A2y/,<&x)L2{a)dx
Jo2 Jo,

=      v{y){Vx<p, Vx<&y)ma,)dy+ I   <P{x)(Vy>r,,Vy^x)m02)dx
Ja2 Jo,

= 11   [v{y)Vx<p(x)-VxQ>(x,y) + <p(x)x7yW(y)-s/yQ>(x,y)]dydx
Ja,Jo2

= v(<P ® w) • y0> = q(tp ® w, <J>) .
J Jo,x02

The proof is thus complete.   □

The following result, which is a special case of the corollary [RSI, p. 301],

will be the final ingredient we will need for the proof of (5).

Proposition 4.3. If At is a selfadjoint operator with domain D(Aj) C ^ (i =

1,2), then

a (Ai ® I +1 ® A2)\D{Al)8)D{Al)   =a(Ax) + a(A2) .

Proof of (5). In this proof we shall be using the notations for the three Neumann

Laplacians which were given in Theorem 4.2. Proposition 4.1 tells us that

f 1 , 1 1/2
K2(Ql xft2) = sup|^|AG(T(-A)\{0}|      .
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By Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.3, we can rewrite this as

r   i   , i1/2
= sup <-t-   Xi £ o(-Aj) not both zero >

(Al +A2 J

= max{^2(ft1) , K2(Q2)}.   D

5. Concluding remarks and questions

Theorem 1.1 suggests the following questions.

Question 5.1. For 1 < p < oo , p ^ 2, what is the smallest constant A(p) for

which

*,(«, x ft2) < A(p)max{Kp(Qi), ^(ft2)}?

We believe that A(p) is realized in the simple case in which ft, = ] - 1, 1[

— ft2 . The author has calculated all of the best p-Poincare constants of ] - 1,

1[   (see [Sta]), they are

{1 if p = 1, oo,

psm(n/p)     .f
n(p-iy/p   lfl<^<°°-

The formula (5) makes it seem plausible that perhaps A(p) equals 1 for all

p . In case p = oo, we can consider the function /: ] - 1, l[2-> I1 defined

by
(x,y)^y + x ,

to find that *«,(] - 1, 1[2) > 21/2 > 1 = K^ (] - 1, 1[) so that (5) cannot be
true for A^, in place of K2 (and in fact, by continuity of IP norms, it cannot

be true for any sufficiently large p). At the other extreme, i.e., when p = 1,
the problem is quite a bit more recalcitrant

Question 5.2. Is Kx (] - 1,   1[2) larger than 1 (= K{ (] - 1, 1[)) ?
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